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The article summaries below were taken from a searchable data base of research on Direct Instruction at the National Institute for Direct Instruction (http://www.nifdi.org/15/diresearch-database). The vast majority of the articles indicate that students studying with the DI programs had greater achievement gains than those using other programs. There are no studies in which students in other programs had significantly greater gains than those in DI. Only articles that included substantial numbers of African American students were included. The exact proportion of African American students included is noted for studies in which they comprised less than half of the sample.

I. Elementary and Preschool

A. Reading


This study examined the effects of the Corrective Reading Decoding program on the basic reading skills and social adjustment of elementary and middle school students with high-incidence disabilities. Results indicate that students in the Corrective Reading program demonstrated significantly higher scores than comparison students in the areas of basic reading skills and oral reading fluency.


This study compared a school that implemented a Direct Instruction program and a school that implemented a traditional program as part of project Follow Through. Program effects and student mobility effects on student achievement in math, language arts, and reading were measured. Results indicate that the Direct Instruction program produced significantly higher scores in mathematics on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) and scores similar to those produced by the traditional program on the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). Additionally, stable students demonstrated significantly higher scores than mobile students on the CTBS.


This study examined the effects of the Direct Instruction-based Rodeo Institute for Teacher Excellence (RITE) program on reading achievement of all K-2 students in the program. Effects were measured yearly, as well as longitudinally across three years. Results indicate that students enrolled in the RITE program consistently outperformed comparison students on standardized reading measures. Additionally, it was found that the greater the number of years that students participated in RITE, they greater they outperformed comparison students. Effects of teacher implementation were also measured.


This study used latent growth models to compare growth in oral reading skills over one year for students using 6 different reading curricula: Open Court, Reading Mastery, Harcourt, Houghton Mifflin, Scott Foresman, Success for All. Over 30,000 students were included in the analysis. Students were randomly selected from participating schools. The dependent measure was Oral Reading Fluency, assessed with DIBELS passages at four times during the school year. Growth differed by grade level and curriculum. The authors summarized the results (p. 209) “Overall, students in the Reading Mastery curriculum demonstrated generally greater ORF growth than students other curricula. Also, they more frequently met or exceeded benchmarks for adequate achievement in first, second and third grade.” The effect size for Reading Mastery versus other curricula in first grade was .44.


This study compared the effects of implementing a Direct Instruction model beginning in kindergarten with DI instruction beginning in first grade. A non-DI group of students was selected to serve as a comparison. Achievement effects through third grade were measured. Additionally, the long-term achievement effects were examined for both
groups of students when they reached ninth grade. Results indicate that, by the end of third grade, students who received an academic kindergarten made greater gains than students who began DI instruction in first grade, with the largest effects demonstrated in reading. Lastly, longitudinal effects of DI instruction indicate that students who received DI, with or without an academic kindergarten, performed significantly better in reading and language than non-DI comparison students in ninth grade. Those DI students who participated in an academic kindergarten also performed significantly better than comparison students in math, and demonstrated higher scores on the California Achievement Test (CAT) than DI students who began instruction in first grade.


This article describes a study that evaluated a large-scale implementation of the Direct Instruction education model in seven inner-city schools as part of Project Follow Through. The study spanned two years and measured the effects of the DISTAR language and reading programs. Across schools, there was substantial variation in achievement gains. The intent of this study was to explore the variables that may have contributed to this variation, specifically examining the role that level of implementation played. The study also looked at the change from pre to post-implementation in teacher and paraprofessional attitudes toward DI. Results indicate that level of implementation was found to have a moderate to high correlation with achievement gains. The authors discuss the teacher performance variables that were most related to achievement outcomes. (52% African American)


This study examined the reading growth of students who were part of an early-screening model in five urban schools across three years. Students were screened for risk of behavior problems by teacher ratings, nominations, and classroom observations, and screened for risk of academic problems by teacher nominations and DIBELS probes. Three schools selected a literature-based reading curriculum, one selected the Direct Instruction reading program, Reading Mastery, and one selected Success for All. Results indicate that students who received reading instruction with Reading Mastery achieved greater gains in reading fluency than students receiving Success for All, and Success for All produced better reading growth than the literature-based reading program.

The Alliance of Quality Schools is an academic and behavioral intervention model that was implemented in the Broward County School District. This article examines the effects of the model on academic achievement for children in elementary and middle school across five years of implementation. The model emphasizes Direct Instruction as the core of the academic program, utilizing Reading Mastery, Corrective Reading, and Language for Learning. Additionally, other supplemental programs were adopted, including Junior Great Books, Computer Curriculum Corporation computer-assisted reading instruction program, Accelerated Reader, and a systematic writing program. Results indicate the greatest increases in reading achievement occurred in the fourth grade, while the greatest gains in mathematics achievement were demonstrated in the fifth grade. Other results are variable at each grade level. (78% African American)


This study analyzed the results of a large-scale implementation of Reading Mastery and Open Court as core reading programs in the Fort Worth Independent School District. Eighteen schools selected Reading Mastery, while fourteen chose Open Court as the core reading program. Outcomes of both programs were compared to reading achievement scores of schools who implemented traditional reading instruction as well as to national norms. Results indicate that students receiving reading instruction in Open Court and Reading Mastery made statistically significant gains, while students receiving traditional instruction did not significantly differ from the norming sample. Improvements were especially significant for minority and economically disadvantaged students, as well as kindergarten students.


This study examined the effects of using Reading Mastery Plus with six K-2 students with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) probes were used to assess reading achievement growth. Results indicate that all students made substantial gains on reading fluency measures. (33% African American)

This study examined the impact of two whole school reform models, Direct Instruction (DI) and Success For All (SFA), on student achievement outcomes and school climate. Two elementary schools implemented SFA, while six implemented DI; comparison schools consisted of the remaining elementary schools in the district, and were matched to experimental schools based on similarity in demographics and student achievement. Results indicate that, for student achievement outcomes overall, pretest-posttest growth was not significantly different between experimental schools (implementing either DI or SFA) and comparison schools. This varied across schools, with some schools reporting generally positive trends and others demonstrating generally negative trends. The article discusses possible explanations for this variability across schools, as well as school and district variables that appear to influence the effectiveness of these reform models.


This study compares the effects of two reading programs, the Direct Instruction program, DISTAR Reading, and a basal reading program, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Basal Reading Program, on first graders’ language ability. Students’ language ability was initially assessed with the Metropolitan Readiness Test and compared to post-test scores on the Slosson Intelligence Test. Results indicate that students who received instruction with DISTAR outperformed comparison students, with a mean score that was 9 points higher than students in the basal reading program. Additionally, when DI students with average to high initial language ability were compared to DI students with low language ability at pretest, both groups performed equally well following intervention.


The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship of two implementation variables (source of technical support and time of implementation) to first grade reading achievement across three naturally occurring conditions over a six year time span. All first graders (n=40,000) who were in the Baltimore City Public School System from 1997-98 through 2002-03 were included in the study. Two of the conditions involved implementation of Direct Instruction (DI) curriculum programs, one with technical support from a purveyor associated with the curriculum’s developer (the National
Institute for Direct Instruction) and the other with a group not associated with the developer. Eleven schools were in the first group, and five schools were in the second. The third condition involved implementation of Open Court (103 schools). The study examined changes in average first grade achievement, measured by the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (vocabulary, comprehension, and composite scores) over this six year time-span. Combining data across all years (1998-2003) students in NIFDI-supported schools had significantly higher achievement than students in the Control schools on all three measures of achievement and significantly higher comprehension scores than students in the Other DI schools. When the socio-economic characteristics of the schools were controlled, the students in the NIFDI-supported schools had significantly higher achievement scores than students in both the Other DI schools and the control schools on all measures of achievement. First grade students in all 3 groups of schools had higher achievement scores in 2003 than in 1998, but the increase was significantly larger for students in NIFDI-supported schools than for students in the other schools. On average, first grade composite reading achievement scores in the NIFDI-supported schools increased by 113 percent from 1998 to 2003, while achievement in the control schools and the Other DI schools increased by 56 percent or less. The magnitude of the effect on first grade achievement from attending a NIFDI-supported school was statistically significant and substantively large. At the end of the study period (2003) the effect size (Cohen’s d) of attending a NIFDI-supported school versus attending an Other DI school on composite achievement was .63. The effect of attending a NIFDI-supported school versus a Control school was .82. Thus, the use of Direct Instruction curricula, the purveyor of technical support and the time of implementation all had significant effects on reading achievement.


Thirty-seven four-year-old students in a Head Start program in a suburban community in the southern United States were randomly assigned to receive 30 minutes of additional instruction each day in their usual language arts curriculum or 30 minutes of instruction with the Direct Instruction program, Funnix Beginning Reading. Instruction for the Funnix group was provided by high school-aged tutors, who were trained and supervised by an experienced teacher. Pretesting before instruction began indicated no significant differences between the two groups in the DIBELS letter naming fluency or initial sound fluency measures. However, by winter and spring the students in the Funnix group had significantly higher scores on numerous measures of beginning literacy. Significant differences remained with multivariate analyses that controlled for initial levels of skill and minority status. Equivalent results also appeared when a reduced sample that individually matched children on pretest scores and minority status was used. Effect
sizes (Cohen’s d) in winter and spring ranged from .51 to 2.24, depending on the measure that was used. (35% African American)


Previous research has documented a substantial decline of standardized test scores of children from low-income backgrounds relative to more advantaged peers in later elementary grades, the so-called “fourth-grade slump.” This paper examines changes in reading achievement from first to fifth grade for students in a large urban school system with a high proportion of students from economically deprived backgrounds. Students received first grade reading instruction from Direct Instruction (DI), Open Court, or a mixture of reading curricula. Results indicate that students in schools using DI had significantly greater gains in both reading vocabulary and comprehension than students in the two other settings and that their average levels of achievement in fifth grade were above the national norms, thus countering the fourth-grade slump.


This study compared a group of first grade students who received reading instruction with the whole language program, Houghton-Mifflin Integrated Reading, with students who received instruction with the Direct Instruction program, Reading Mastery Fast Cycle, in addition to the Houghton-Mifflin program. Word recognition, reading fluency, and first-grade readiness were measured. Results indicate that students in the Direct Instruction group achieved higher growth in reading skills than students in the Houghton-Mifflin group.

B. Mathematics


This study compared a school that implemented a Direct Instruction program and a school that implemented a traditional program as part of project Follow Through. Program effects and student mobility effects on student achievement in math, language arts, and reading were measured. Results indicate that the Direct Instruction program
produced significantly higher scores in mathematics on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) and scores similar to those produced by the traditional program on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). Additionally, stable students demonstrated significantly higher scores than mobile students on the CTBS.


The Alliance of Quality Schools is an academic and behavioral intervention model that was implemented in the Broward County School District. This article examines the effects of the model on academic achievement for children in elementary and middle school across five years of implementation. The model emphasizes Direct Instruction as the core of the academic program, utilizing Reading Mastery, Corrective Reading, and Language for Learning. Additionally, other supplemental programs were adopted, including Junior Great Books, Computer Curriculum Corporation computer-assisted reading instruction program, Accelerated Reader, and a systematic writing program. Results indicate the greatest increases in reading achievement occurred in the fourth grade, while the greatest gains in mathematics achievement were demonstrated in the fifth grade. Other results are variable at each grade level. (78% African American)


This paper examines changes in the average mathematics achievement of students in the Baltimore City Public School System (BCPSS) from 1998 to 2003, comparing students in schools that implemented Direct Instruction with students in other schools. First grade students who received Direct Instruction had significantly higher levels of achievement on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) subtests of mathematics computations and mathematics concepts and applications. Differences were greater when measures of schools’ socio-demographic context were controlled and as Direct Instruction became fully implemented and incorporated within the schools. Among students who began first grade in the BCPSS and remained in the same schools five years later as fifth graders, those who had received Direct Instruction as first graders had significantly higher scores on the measure of mathematics concepts and applications than students in the other schools.
C. Other Subjects


This article retrospectively examined data collected during Project Follow Through to explore whether there were differences in achievement gains between low-income students entering school with high IQs and students entering with lower IQs. All students in this evaluation received the Direct Instruction educational model. Students were administered IQ tests upon entry into school, and achievement was measured yearly. Results indicate that, while there were a few exceptions, overall, the academic growth of students with lower IQs was not significantly different than the gains made by students with high IQs. The exceptions included third grade reading and students whose IQs were below 71, where significant differences between IQ groups were found.

II. Middle and High School

A. Reading


This study examined the reading, math, and spelling achievement of low-income fifth and sixth grade students who had completed all three years (1st- 3rd grade) of the Direct Instruction Follow Through program. Achievement scores of the fifth and sixth grade Follow Through students were compared to students in local comparison groups. Results indicated that in most domains assessed, Direct Instruction graduates from low-income households performed significantly better than comparison students.


This study examined the effects of the Corrective Reading Decoding program on the basic reading skills and social adjustment of elementary and middle school students with high-incidence disabilities. Results indicate that students in the Corrective Reading
program demonstrated significantly higher scores than comparison students in the areas of basic reading skills and oral reading fluency.


This study examined the effect of implementing Corrective Reading with six African American male adolescents in a juvenile corrections facility who were reading well below grade level. Oral reading fluency measures, grade placement level tests, and questionnaires that addressed student attitudes toward reading were administered as pre and posttests. For all students, oral reading fluency rate increased following intervention and grade placement levels increased from half a grade to a full grade. Additionally, a positive change in student attitudes toward reading was reported.


This study examined the effects of implementing a Direct Instruction model in a low-performing, ethnically diverse middle school. The DI programs, Corrective Reading, Reasoning and Writing, Understanding U.S. History, and Expressive Writing, were used throughout the school. Results were compared to other low-performing California schools; the DI model students demonstrated the highest gains among all low-achieving middle schools in the state. (27% African American)


This study compared two groups of students receiving an intervention that provided explicit reading instruction to adolescents in three juvenile correction facilities. One group was comprised of a low teacher-student ratio (1:4), while the other was comprised of a higher teacher-student ratio (1:12). Early literacy skills, word identification, and reading comprehension were measured. Results indicate that intensive, explicit instruction can increase the reading ability of incarcerated youth in a relatively short amount of time. Additionally, results provide support for the superiority of lower teacher-student ratios in increasing reading ability when compared to higher teacher-student ratios. (64% African American)

This study examined the effectiveness of an intensive six-week summer program that used Corrective Reading with incarcerated adolescents who were reading well below grade level. All participants were African American, and many were identified as having a disability. Statistically significant gains from pretest to posttest were demonstrated on measures of reading rate, accuracy, and combined rate and accuracy.
B. Other Subjects


This study examined the reading, math, and spelling achievement of low-income fifth and sixth grade students who had completed all three years (1st-3rd grade) of the Direct Instruction Follow Through program. Achievement scores of the fifth and sixth grade Follow Through students were compared to students in local comparison groups. Results indicated that in most domains assessed, Direct Instruction graduates from low-income households performed significantly better than comparison students.


This study examined the effects of a Direct Instruction mathematics program, Corrective Mathematics, Basic Fractions on middle school students identified as at-risk for failure in mathematics. Concepts and skills related to fractions were measured pre- and post-intervention. Results indicate that students demonstrated significant increase in scores over the 7-week study. (20% African American)


This article describes a program evaluation of the Direct Instruction program, Language for Writing, which was implemented in a total of 10 second through fifth grade classrooms across the United States. Student gains in writing achievement were measured pre and post-implementation. Results indicate that students made statistically and educationally significant gains in writing performance; ELL students and students in special education classrooms also obtained significant improvements in writing. Additionally, social validity questionnaires indicated that teachers were satisfied with using the program.